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1. The middle atmosphere
• Thermal state
• Dynamics
2. Observations with lidar instruments
3. Gravity waves
• Life cycle












• Increasing T due to
ozone absorption
The middle atmosphere
• Dependence on 
season/latitude
• The atmosphere is far from
radiative equilibrium
 dominated by dynamics




Kim et al., 2003
Gravity waves




2. Observations with 
lidar instruments
Sounding of the atmosphere with lidar
Lidar data





• 14 W laser power, 532 nm, 100 Hz
• 63 cm telescope, 200 µrad FOV
• Multiple Rayleigh and Raman detectors
• Mobile lidar systems (11- and 8-foot 
container) of 1500 kg
• 2 kW power consumption
Lidar technical description
TELMA, New Zealand, 2014
























Gravity wave activity above Rio Grande, Argentina





• Perpendicular mountain range
Mountain waves
Ern et al., 
ESSD, 2018Wright et al., 
ACP, 2017









CORAL lidar observations at Rio Grande
















• Strong mesospheric, 
propagating GW
• GW breaking generating
small-scale waves



















• Nucleation around 
the mesopause
• Sedimentation in 
Earth’s gravity field
• Growth to ~50 nm
• Visible as NLC
• Sublimation at 
lower boundary
History
• Discovery in 
1885
Viewing geometry
• Nadir-looking high-res CIPS 
camera on NASA‘s AIM 
satellite
 small-scale structures:            
gravity waves
Satellite era
Observation from a balloon platform!




NLC observation by lidars
• Laser (5 W, 532 nm, 100 Hz), 
optics and electronics inside
pressure vessel













TELMA at NIWA Station, 
Lauder
• Turbulence and







„the best place in 




Fritts et al., subm. to JGR
Summary
Middle atmosphere
dynamics with lidars
